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Haw Contemporary is pleased to announce our first show of 2016 - *Parading Culture (Tokens, Gold, & Glory)* - a solo exhibition from multimedia artist Wendy Red Star. Red Star’s work layers influences drawn from her tribal background (Crow), daily surroundings, aesthetic experiences, collected ephemera and conjured histories that are both real and imagined. Through her photographs and sculpture new universes are built, simultaneously urban-rural and high-low with their own language of symbols created from such seemingly disparate sites as HUD houses, rez cars, three legged dogs, powwow culture, proliferative indigenous commoditization, and Red Star’s personal collection of memories growing up as a half-breed on the Crow Indian reservation. The work represents an insider/outsider view that is wrath with complexity and contradiction, its most salient attributes. Red Star’s unruly approach examines a cross section of American cultures and their very consumption while also being a meditation on her own identity. Exploring the intersection between life on the reservation and the world outside of that environment. Red Star thinks of herself as a cultural archivist speaking sincerely about the experience of being a Crow Indian in contemporary society.

Red Star’s work has been shown at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, MO; Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY; Portland Art Museum, Portland, OR; Helen E. Copeland Gallery, Bozeman, MT; The Foundation Cartier L’Art Contemporain, Paris, France; The CSULB Gallery, Long Beach, CA; Research & Development, Chicago, IL; The Museum Tower at MOCA, Los Angeles, CA; And/Or Gallery, Dallas, TX; The UCLA New Wight Gallery, Los Angeles, CA; L.A. Municipal Art Gallery, Los Angeles, CA; The Domaine De Kerguehennec, Brittany, France; The Hudson D. Walker Gallery, Provincetown, MA; The Plush Gallery, Dallas TX; The Laura Bartlett Gallery, London, England; The Luckman Gallery, Los Angeles, CA; and The Volitant Gallery, Austin, Texas.
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